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suggests that suppressing our own otros may also
mean suppressing our humanity.
Although El otro’s atmospheric nature creates
an affective wash, its staging at times also echoes
the book’s framed images. In a moving sequence,
Daniel Antivilo and Rodrigo Velásquez (the poster’s
large man and small-statured man) play together
with their respective props of tote bag and bucket,
until Antivilo angrily stalks away. When Velásquez
follows him, Antivilo quickly turns and shoves Velásquez’s head under his own shirt, lifting him up.
Velásquez hangs useless, his screams muffled into
his captor’s belly while Antivilo points at the sky as
is his wont, crying “Allí, allí!” (There, there!). This
violent tableau is followed by an affectionate one:
Velásquez removes his shirt and the two clasp arms,
foreheads touching. Antivilo’s enormous hands cradle the other’s tiny torso, his giant fingers caressing
the twisted spine. Arresting, nearly static images of
pairs and individuals unfurl like a series of photos.
Yet, the final tableau expands the original photos’ focus from couple to community. Under low
light and sounds of static, four of the six surround
the table immersed in their own worlds, while José
Soza, in white light, scribbles on the back wall. The
projection “I am an other” frames them as a community of “others”—or theatre-makers. The theatre
often (certainly in Chile) is both marginalized and
dependent on collaboration between artists and
audiences. This “othering” of the theatrical exploit
holds particular meaning for an “off” production
during the month that the Santiago a Mil International Theatre Festival takes over Santiago. While
Santiago a Mil is the most established, recognized
Chilean theatre institution, the for-profit venture
represents a monopoly that some artists regard
skeptically. By presenting in Santiago Off, El Niño
Proletario deliberately embraces an artistic otherness, and togetherness, away from the neoliberal
mainstream. Crazy perhaps, but beautiful.

ALEXANDRA RIPP
Yale School of Drama

a defiant image of a decaying clown in Poland’s
national colors. The theme of this year’s festival
was “carnival,” which fit the nightmare-sideshow
face, but the red and white also suited the festival’s
stated goal of taking stock of Polish street theatre.
Despite the participation of twelve theatre groups
from abroad, the lineup this year was not as international as in years past. Notably missing were Poland’s Baltic and eastern neighbors, Russia, Belarus,
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. One group from
Lviv in western Ukraine represented that border
state, but no groups from the more troubled parts
of Ukraine performed. The program billed ULICA
as “the largest festival of street theatres in Central
Europe.” However, the lack of participation from
the region underscored the tensions inherent in carnival: the seemingly anarchic avoidance of societal
norms, here represented by a takeover of public
space, all sponsored, permitted, and controlled by
official powers. If ULICA’s carnival were truly an
opportunity for political anarchy, national troubles
would not have halted the travel of theatres.
The relative absence of international participation created an undercurrent connecting ULICA 29
to Polish and European politics. Since the festival is
sponsored by national and municipal governments
in Poland, the fact that the right-wing, nationalist
Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (Law and Order) party
is in power might account for a larger percentage
of funds going to Polish rather than international
troupes. Similarly, Russia’s incursions into Ukraine,
saber-rattling toward Poland and the Baltics, and
control of Belarus may have diminished troupes’
ability to travel. Regardless, a festival heavily
weighted toward Polish theatre highlighted increasing nationalism throughout Europe.
Despite a reduced international presence, the
number of participating theatres actually increased
from thirty-two in 2015 to forty-four the following
year, including over 200 participants (actors, dancers, musicians) and an estimated 100,000 viewers.
Because Kraków has a large market square (the

ULICA 29: MIιEDZYNARODOWY FESTIWAL
TEATRÓW ULICZNYCH [STREET 29:
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF STREET
THEATRES]. Organized by Teatr KTO,
Kraków, Poland. July 7–10, 2016.
The haunting image on promotional materials for
Kraków’s 29th annual street-theatre festival, ULICA,
was a human face with upswept hair covered in
flaking white paint except for a red stripe across
the eyes and a small red rectangle on the lower lip.
Its dark eyes stared directly at the viewer, creating

The cart from Andante. (Photo: Jacob Juntunen.)
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A moment near the end of Ślepcy. (Photo: Jacob Juntunen.)
Rynek) in its Old Town, as well as several nearby
smaller squares, viewers could attend both massive
outdoor spectacles or happen upon small performances with only a few actors. This year saw the
addition of performances in the newly gentrified
district of Rynek Podgórski (Podgórski Square), so
Kraków’s most popular public spaces were filled
for four days with eighty-six free performances.
Many theatres took advantage of the sanctioned
street takeover and did not confine themselves to
performances separated from spectators. For example, Teatr KTO’s festival-opening act, Peregrinus,
challenged spectators’ space by walking through the
crowds without the guide typically used in promenade theatre. Instead, eight characters wore identical
oversized, bald, and frowning masks and wheeled
hand-luggage behind them as they strode toward
spectators who dodged and followed. Dressed in
conservative gray or black suits, these Everypersons
represented the emptiness of twenty-first-century
office work, and could find temporary escape only
during a grotesque sexual dance in which men
competed for the favor of women. The historical
meaning of peregrinus—a free Roman provincial
subject who is not a citizen—lent a further sense of

displacement, as if these characters were not slaves
though apart from the imperial center. This is an apt
description of Poland specifically, and Central/Eastern Europe generally. The choreography portrayed
a managed workday, not autonomy, similar to the
false “freedom” of movement that laborers now
possess in the European Union.
Another play that roamed the Rynek though
combined its movement within demarcated performance spaces was Andante by the Spanish/Basque
company Markeliñe. It was the most stunning mix
of small-scale visuals, storytelling, and emotional
depth in the entire festival. Andante consisted of
three masked characters, reminiscent of nineteenthcentury portrayals of wandering Jews who pulled
carts led by musicians. The title, Andante, is a musical term for a moderate tempo, and this was the
pace at which the characters moved. As the audience
followed, the group arrived at four circles of sand,
perhaps fifteen feet across, filled with old shoes
and other detritus. The circles had framed pieces
of paper with typed words indicating moments
when state violence interfered with everyday life.
These included Kristallnacht in 1938 and Santiago,
Chile, in 1973, thus connecting tragedies from Eu-
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rope to South America. Andante utilized no words,
only beautifully scored bagpipes, accordion, guitar,
and flute accompaniment, with occasional sound effects. The masked characters entered the circles and
collected the shoes, adding them to piles on their
wooden cart. But while they held the shoes the actors portrayed their former owners, depicting weddings, carnival tricks, dancing, and how the owners
died. In a moment that silenced the spectators, one
of the characters found a baby’s shoes inside an
adult’s shoes, clearly implying the death of a small
child. Andante ended with the characters handing
the shoes to audience members and encouraging
them to toss the shoes into the air, thus creating a
shower of leather. The masked character that found
the tiny booties clasped them mournfully, then
tossed them with the others. This memorial to the
violently murdered was simultaneously tragic and
comic, and in its final gesture somehow purifying.
Most of the plays in ULICA 29, however, were
performed inside demarcated spaces. Of these, two
stood out: Teatr KTO’s Ślepcy (The blind), for its
large-scale beauty and thematic storytelling; and
Teatr Akt’s Poza Czasem (Beyond time), for its delightful spectacle. Since Teatr KTO is Kraków’s largest municipally supported street theatre and Teatr
Akt is Warsaw’s equivalent, seeing these shows back
to back on the first and second nights of the festival
provided an interesting contrast between the cities’
sanctioned public performance.
Ślepcy is based on the Portuguese novel Blindness
by Nobel laureate José Saramago. The visually stunning and nearly wordless play had a clear narrative
structure and an ensemble of characters. It began
simply enough, with one woman walking out of
the audience into the taped-off square with a violin. She played a melody and soon a jaunty waltz
from loudspeakers joined in as other actors planted
in the audience got up and danced in brightly colored, 1950s-inspired costumes. Suddenly, a woman
screamed and fell down on the cobbled street—she
could no longer see. Gradually, all the characters
but one suffered the same fate. They were marched
offstage and returned in hospital gowns as other
characters sat on a catwalk upstage. In this institution for the infected, men committed sexual violence
against the women, eventually caging them naked
in a Plexiglas tower before the women banded together and turned the tables, beating the men and
forcing them into sex acts. Without words, some of
these institutional goings-on were mysterious, such
as a mass following a photograph of a woman with
her eyes blacked out, but Ślepcy was never confusing. Then, as suddenly as it began, one by one the
characters regained their sight. The heterosexual
couples from the beginning of the play were torn
apart by what they had done to each other in the

Acrobatics on the double Cyr wheels in Poza
Czasem. (Photo: Jacob Juntunen.)
interim, but men grabbed one another like lost comrades in arms and women held one another and
wept. A thrilling final image was that of six women
washing themselves from water-filled metal buckets
that erupted in fountains of fireworks. Throughout,
Ślepcy sustained a basic theme: that humans degrade themselves and others in institutional settings
when society’s mores are discarded due to horrific
external events. Since its creators were the Polish
director Jerzy Zoń, who was born in World War II’s
aftermath, and Kraków’s Teatr KTO, the nightmare
quality of Ślepcy felt both grounded in history and
like a warning for how easily such a vision could
again become reality.
By contrast, Poza Czasem emphasized entertaining
spectacle rather than a thematic message. Created
by Warsaw’s Teatr Akt and directed by Agnieszka
Musiałowicz, Poza Czasem was a beautiful hallucination of dance, circus acts, cohesive design, and
music. Its dazzling display had the audience nodding their heads along in time with the music and
gasping at its actors’ feats. The design centered on
circles: clocks, gears, wheels, and so on, from pocket
watches on costumes to double Cyr wheels connected by metal crosspieces that allowed for incredible
acrobatics. The costumes were steam punk–inspired,
and the show’s theme of “time” connected travel,
clocks, and ultimately even movement itself. The
show began with a slow-paced beat and the actors
rocking back and forth in time like metronomes.
At the end of the performance, the actors resumed
this pose and the beat slowed until they stopped,
like a clock winding down. In-between were neoswing choreographies, aerial acrobatics on ropedring, single and ensemble acts on the Cyr wheels,
and fire juggling after a circular “brand” was set
aflame by a blowtorch-wielding, goose-stepping
soldier. For sheer spectacle, Teatr Akt’s Poza Czasem
was unparalleled.

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
On the other end of the spectrum from the fairly
traditional theatre of Ślepcy and Poza Czasem were
performances closer to pure music and dance. The
Jashgawronsky Brothers, an Italian band, played
standard pop songs on instruments made of garbage, with comic banter in-between. The Groupe
Tango Sumo from France performed Around, a dance
that began simply with synchronizing breath, but
built to a breathless crescendo with its eight-person
ensemble. Shows like these demonstrated that music
and movement are enough in themselves to create
street theatre.
Finally, there were performances directed primarily at children. Two adaptations of Alice in
Wonderland were on offer: a French promenadestyle performance by Les Anthropologues, and an
acrobatic version by the Krakowski Teatr Uliczny
Scena Kalejdoskop (Kraków’s street theatre Scene
Kalaidoskope). Przemysław Grz̧adziela, a former
ballet soloist, brought his venerable Teatr Pinezka
(Theatre Pushpin) and its explosive mix of clowning, marionettes, and music to the festival. At Teatr
Pinezka’s show there were two audience spaces:
one for children to sit, and the other for adults to
stand. In general, children were given primacy of
place at this festival and allowed to sit in front, even
if a performance was not labeled a children’s show.
Often, this awareness of height and sightlines applied to adults as well, with differently abled and
shorter spectators and others willing to sit given
the front rows.
This self-policing of sightlines embodied the general friendliness and openness of the festival, but
does not imply a lack of official oversight. When two
drunk British men jumped into the playing space
for Peregrinus, security quickly removed them. This
reflects the fact that the festival’s use of public space
is, ultimately, allowed by those in power, whether it
is Poland’s funding government or the organizing
theatre’s hired security. Teatr KTO may not have
intended to invoke Bakhtin’s definition of carnival
as an authorized release of chaotic feelings, but the
removal of inebriated Brits was not the only moment
underscoring it. At Ślepcy, for instance, seats were
provided for a select few of Kraków’s elite, and the
performance was introduced with a speech from a
government minister. Similarly, the absent international troupes, particularly from former Soviet bloc
countries, felt more connected to world politics than
to the festival’s stated intention to take stock of Poland’s street theatre.
Nevertheless, ULICA 29 brought together and allowed for the evaluation of dozens of Poland’s best
street theatres. It provided over a hundred hours of
free art and entertainment to anyone willing to stop
and become part of the festival’s community. At a
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time when a communitarian vision of Europe is
under siege from both within and without, ULICA
29 was more than a compelling weekend of theatre;
it was an urgent, hopeful view of how to react to
recent, tragic events in Europe—for example, in Andante’s embodied suggestion about how to mourn
violent attacks without losing our human connections. One longs for the next ULICA—the festival’s
thirtieth anniversary—to represent an even more
inclusive, less chaotic Europe.

JACOB JUNTUNEN
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

WHAT FUELS DEVELOPMENT? By the Los
Angeles Poverty Department. Directed by
John Malpede. Armory Center for the Arts,
Pasadena. March 25, 2016.
The Los Angeles Poverty Department’s (LAPD)
devised piece What Fuels Development? premiered
at the Armory Center for the Arts in Pasadena,
California. Utilizing dialogue from a local hearing,
the play chronicles Skid Row residents’ successful
fight against an attempt to place “Great Ballz,” an
alcohol-serving restaurant specializing in meatballs,
in the New Genesis, a mixed-use building with
residences for the formerly homeless. Drawing both
from the hearing transcript and the experiences of
LAPD members who live in Skid Row, What Fuels
Development? illuminates processes of criminalization involved in readying spaces for gentrification,
as well as the polyvalent ways in which homeless
residents utilize labor as a tactic of resistance. By
juxtaposing the labor of developers with the labor
of Skid Row residents, the play posits the bodies
of the predominately black homeless residents as
sites in which the collusion of hegemonic structures of capitalism and racialized criminalization
become legible.
The LAPD exposes the amount of labor that goes
into moving “undesirables” outside of desirable
space—labor that is largely rendered invisible in
the beautiful facades of new developments. Gentrification efforts codify the criminalization and subsequent dehumanization of Skid Row residents. When
audience members entered the performance space
(a museum gallery) they were greeted by Chas, an
older, black male maître d’, and handed a Great
Ballz menu. The audience then sat around tables on
a circular, rotatable platform located in the middle
of the gallery. After the last audience member took
their seat, Chas declared “Bon appétit,” confirming
the audience’s presence in the makeshift Great Ballz

Being together is
remembering together
Review of a street theatre performance.

MARKELIÑE- Teaser "Andante"

MARKELIÑE-"Andante"

MARKELIÑE COMPAÑIA TEATRO (SPAIN/BASQUE): ANDANTE
8th July 2017, Ljubljana, Ana Desetnica International Street Theatre Festival, 2017
The article is a part of my highlights of 2017 Ana Desetnica festival.

Waiting for the performance to start,

Thus, the second layer of the
performance in revealed – these
are shoes of people who died in an
air raid. As each member of
audience connects the dots in their
mind, realisation kicks in, from

audience gathers around an installation
on the street – building debris, pieces of
bricks, a broken mirror, and shoes,
many, many shoes. From the distance, a
weird wooden cart slowly proceeds to
the scene, partially made of tree

which each of us creates our own
emotional reaction.

branches with woven baskets and an oil
lamp hanging from
them. Accompanying the cart are four

characters, one of them playing an accordion, the other three wear big papiermâché masks with sad eyes, representing … maybe ghosts, maybe unnatural
creatures, perhaps people? As they encroach on the scene of devastation, the tall
ﬁgure, possibly a priest, rings a bell. This gives a sign to the other two, a man and a
woman, to start investigating the location, gathering shoes in baskets or trying them
on. The three masked performers are well versed in physical theatre,
communication emotions through their bodily expression even with their faces
hidden, directing the audience’s gaze towards the action. As we follow the interplay
of the three characters moving shoes around, suddenly the (recorded) sound of an
airplane attack and bombing comes upon us. Thus, the second layer of the
performance in revealed – these are shoes of people who died in an air raid.
Suddenly there are stories emerging from the objects: under the broken mirror,
there’s a pair of women shoes, and inside each shoe, there’s a smaller, baby shoe.
As each member of audience connects the dots in their mind, realisation kicks in,
from which each of us creates our own emotional reaction.
As the performance continues it

As we walk to the next “stage”, we
ponder about what we’ve seen and
wonder about the new shoe
installation as we encounter it –
what will emerge from it in the
following act?

strengthens the interplay of these two
levels – the immediate visceral actions
of the characters and the underlying
meaning behind them. After the ﬁrst
scene performers begin to enact the
last moments of the deceased: a
wedding that gets gunned down; a

1930s dictator’s nationalistic speech to his followers; the dictator’s death;
celebrations of dictator’s death. With each subsequent scene carrying a darker tone,
focusing more and more on historical undertones, the jubilant celebration of
dictator’s death brings a surprising shift of focus onto what’s happening physically in
front of us – with the joyful balancing/juggling of shoes. Till the moment in the
magician’s trick for a rabbit to be pulled out of a hat…, err, out of the dictator’s boot
and … the plush rabbit is found decapitated. We’re again pushed from enjoying in

the visceral present into realisation about the historical context and the past. For
audience to have time for their inner realisation and to digest what has
just happened Andante uses pauses in between its scenes in which the entire
performance moves to another location. As we walk to the next “stage”, we ponder
about what we’ve seen and wonder about the new shoe installation as we
encounter it – what will emerge from it in the following act?

The communal is established on both

Once the audience establishes as a
physical community on a “ground
level”, the second level emerges,
based on a pool of the shared
common knowledge of historic reallife events.

levels the performance works with.
Audience enters the show through the
shared situation of a street theatre
which creates the strange world of
these masked ﬁgures, their playful
bodily expression, their visceral
immediate interaction with the one

another and the objects they encounter. Once the audience establishes as a
physical community on a “ground level”, the second level emerges, akin the Marxist
superstructure – one based on a pool of the shared common knowledge of historic
real-life events. It was interesting to observe a kid next to me who was engaged only
by the ﬁrst, visceral level of the physical action: he was very excited by a ﬁrecracker
explosion, telling his parents he’d love to see the next one. After a while his mother
knelled next to him to explain the meaning behind the ﬁrecracker blowing up
amidst the ominous atmosphere of the nationalistic Franco’s speech. She talked
about the war, the suﬀering of civilians – creating a nice example of how collective
memory is shared: by telling stories and by being engaged in a collective
remembrance.

Markeliñe performers explained me

“Andante” borrows from
processions and rites such as

how Andante’s role is in being an
enacted memorial, each scene a

commemoration, through which
human communities consolidated
themselves from time immemorial,
merging individual and collective in
a realisation of mortality, empathy
and humanity.

commemoration to unknown people
whose shoes are found, each scene
opening with the elder ﬁgure ringing
the bell ceremoniously. I could link the
performance to the expressionist
station drama approach or, perhaps
more ﬁttingly, to its inspiration, the

Christian procession through the Stations of the Cross, as the format of these is a
communal journey through the stations/steps, connecting the collective memory
with individual’s inner experience and contemplation. As Andante doesn’t relate to a
speciﬁc event, time or place, and even the nature and origin of the masked ﬁgures is
left a mystery, it leaves a lot of space open to interpretation – a space each audience
member can inhabit on their own, ﬁlling in the blacks with their accumulated
personal knowledge.
The topic of Andante is the act of

Through the artistic procession of
“Andante” a collective participation
merges with individual realisations
and in this process a community
becomes self-aware.

commemoration itself. On the
physical/tangible level, the performance
allowed a community to establish itself
through the collective journey in which
the multi instrumental musician lead us
like a Pied Piper through the images of

tragedies the performers re-created like archaeologists from the rubble. This
shared physical enactment was then ﬁltered through individual inner processes of
each audience member – our knowledge, imagination, emotions. As each of us
reached a certain personal realisation, this “harvest” was then brought back to the
communal, contributing to the atmosphere of the shared understanding. Andante
borrows from processions and rites such as commemoration, through which
human communities consolidated themselves from time immemorial, merging
individual and collective in a realisation of mortality, empathy and humanity. The
performance gives this format an artistic, ﬁctional twist releasing it from potential
historical debris of religion and politics and focusing on essential human empathy.
Through the artistic procession of Andante a collective participation merges with
individual realisations and in this process a community becomes self-aware.

Samo Oleami, September 2017, re-edited August 2018
Photos: Luka Dakskobler
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„Andante” – Markeliñe (Kraj Basków/Hiszpania)

Bardzo pomysłowe przedstawienie, w którym losy bohaterów opowiedziano
za pomocą... butów. Siłą rzeczy do ulicy najlepiej pasują spektakle,
które nie potrzebują słów, które operują uniwersalnym językiem
zrozumiałym pod każdą szerokością geograficzną: ruchem, gestem,
muzyką, obrazem. Trzeba przyznać, że Markeliñe potrafi tym językiem
powiedzieć ogromnie dużo.
Witold Wieszczek

	
  
Very creative presentation , in which the fate of the characters is
told through ... shoes. Inevitably the street fit best performances
that do not need words that operate universal language understood in
every latitude : movement, gesture , music , painting. I must admit
that the language Markeliñe can say an awful lot .
Witold Wieszczek

